Simplify with Benchmark Foam ICFs

**Build on-bond:**
- The option to build on-bond rather than staggered reduces time spent on jobsite. This feature, exclusive to Benchmark ICFs, simplifies the installation phase.

**Full horizontal interlock:**
- The tongue-and-groove interlock does not shift or leak during concrete pour. It also eliminates unnecessary block locks, hooks or adhesives that other ICF brands require.

**Flexible relationships:**
- Benchmark Foam will deliver to individual, specific jobsites. There are no truckload quotas. We deliver to any jobsite, no matter the size. Discounts are available to those who stock Benchmark ICFs.

**Inventory control:**
- Benchmark ICFs were designed by a professional contractor. There are fewer pieces to ship when ordered, less SKUs to keep track of and simplified inventory control.

Visit us online and view our installation video at www.BenchmarkFoam.com

To place an order or receive future product specials, call Brenda or Kay in customer service at 800-658-3444
Quick response is our guarantee.

Benchmark Foam knows that your business depends on our product arriving on time. Our service response is so dependable we back it with Benchmark Foam’s **On-Time Guarantee**. Your product will be shipped and arrive by the agreed-to arrival date or we will **discount your invoice 10 percent**. We work to accommodate customer needs, giving you confidence when you place an order, even if it needs to be rushed. And we do not have truckload quotas, so no matter how large or small, your order will be shipped on time.

**CODE COMPLIANCE:**

Installers and designers must comply with local building codes for monolithic reinforced concrete construction. If local codes are not available, structural design parameters are available from the ACI (American Concrete Institute) and the PCA (Portland Cement Association). Guidelines for the proper assembly, bracing and concrete placement for Benchmark ICF are available from Benchmark Foam, Inc. and authorized Benchmark ICF suppliers.

In buildings where people normally work, reside or assemble, polystyrene concrete forms must be fully protected from the interior of the building by not less than 1/2” drywall or the approved fire-resistant equivalent. Installers must follow the finish manufacturer’s instructions and warranty restrictions for all materials applied to wall forms.

Benchmark Foam knows that your business depends on our product arriving on time. Our service response is so dependable we back it with Benchmark Foam’s **On-Time Guarantee**. Your product will be shipped and arrive by the agreed-to arrival date or we will **discount your invoice 10 percent**. We work to accommodate customer needs, giving you confidence when you place an order, even if it needs to be rushed. And we do not have truckload quotas, so no matter how large or small, your order will be shipped on time.

**R-Values**

- Insulated forms only
  - R-16 at 75°F mean temperature
  - R-18 at 25°F mean temperature

**Finished wall, by calculation**

- R-20 at 75°F mean temperature
- R-23 at 25°F mean temperature

* Federal Trade Commission uses R-values determined at 75°F mean temperature for residential